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An exciting introduction to the people and events of the Bible, from beloved storyteller Jim
Weiss.Features non-denominational portraits of biblical characters as caring, understandable
humans facing extraordinary situations.

From the Back CoverAbout the AuthorRoger Leslie, an award-winning author and teacher, is
widely recognized by school districts, state universities, and national education groups for his
original and dynamic techniques. Success Express was inspired by his own personal struggle
with depression as a teen and his passion and respect for the limitless possibilities in the young
people he now works with every day. He is also the author of Library Programs that Inspire and
Drowning in Secret, a novel. He is a YA book reviewer for Booklist.
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leslie blazinski, “Love it. Best cds”

Kelly Carr, “Five Stars. Great narrator!”

Reader, “Wonderful re-tellings of important stories. This was our first Jim Weiss tape (CD) and is
still, many years later, one of our favorites. As the unhappy critic below notes, these are tellings
not readings, but Weiss makes that clear ("I imagine him sitting..."). Noah and the Arc is our
favorite, but Abraham and the Idols is a good one for these times, and our girls loved both Ruth
and Naomi and Esther. Highly, highly recommended. As is just about everything else Weiss
does!”

The book by Roger Leslie has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 7 people have provided feedback.
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